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eggmac[sgthe0ne]eggmac
What 'Commando' says makes much sense, btw.
What 'The One' says is one of the greates crap I've ever read,  tbh.

Which one of my points did you think was total crap so I can refute you :
(It is rather easy to say "I think what you said is crap." and not make any poitns)

1) WWII would of been the same w/o America
2) America is the only country that has friendly fire casulities in war
3) Canada & Mexico are acting just as they would if America didn't exist (ie military responsibilty,
having sufficient forces to defend the motherland (not just go on UN world tours))
4) America does more for the world than the world does for America
5) The world economy relies on America more-so than America relies on the world economy.

So will you respond, ignore this or simply say this is crap w/no evidence (again)....I'd prefer you
respond 

ps. The UN doesn't own the world or your military...but hey it's a great excuse to not build up your
military to a respectable size...oh but were doing what the UN wants and we all know the UN is
never wrong.

I do not agree with  3) 4) 5) About 2) I don't really care.
1): Of course it wouldn't be the same but don't exaggerate its role. You know my opinion.

Quote:Look at Bosnia(sp) they had the same kind of crap going on there as in Iraq. A leader ruling
using fear and killing off "The unclean". Ethnic cleansing. Kurds in Iraq, Serbs vs Croaits(sp) in
Bosnia. The UN suported going after Milosovich(sp bad) but doesn't have the balls to go after
Iraq. 

I don't think you really know what you're talking about. Do you really believe every single word of
your media and your politicians ? That's just plain propaganda about Yougoslavia and Iraq.

Egg,
I'm a US Army veteran. I've seen and done more than you could imagine. I'm also educated. Your
claim on our government and propaganda is wrong. Prove to me that it is just propaganda. BTW I
have a buddy on the fire department with me, that came from Bosnia. We have heard of the first
hand experience and life he and his family had to endure. Can you prove a former citizen wrong?
LOL I would like to see you try.
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